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SUMMARY

The 3D-elasticity model of a solid with a plane crack under the stress-free boundary conditions at the
crack is considered. We investigate variations of a solution and of energy functionals with respect to
perturbations of the crack front in the plane. The corresponding expansions at least up to the second-
order terms are obtained. The strong derivatives of the solution are constructed as an iterative solution
of the same elasticity problem with speci�ed right-hand sides. Using the expansion of the potential and
surface energy, we consider an approximate quadratic form for local shape optimization of the crack
front de�ned by the Gri�th criterion. To specify its properties, a procedure of discrete optimization
is proposed, which reduces to a matrix variational inequality. At least for a small load we prove its
solvability and �nd a quasi-static model of the crack growth depending on the loading parameter.
Copyright ? 2003 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the mathematical fracture mechanics, methods of the singular perturbation theory are usu-
ally adopted, see References [1,2]. Within this approach, local asymptotic expansions of a
solution are matched to construct asymptotic formulas for stress intensity factors and the cor-
responding potential energy [3–5]. We work within an energetic approach and adapt methods
of the shape sensitivity analysis to problems with cracks.
The main feature of the model considered lies in the fact that the crack front is described

by some given function. Therefore, we need to de�ne the shape variations with respect to this
function. In smooth domains, the shape sensitivity of a boundary was studied in References
[6,7]. The �rst-order variations by a crack for linear and non-linear crack problems were
investigated in References [8–11], the high-order variations by the crack shape for 2D-solids
in References [12,13].
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The second subject of our consideration is the local optimization of the crack shape and
the quasi-static propagation of the crack front. We assume that the crack propagates along its
own plane and applies the energy expansion due to the Gri�th criterion. The approach refor-
mulating fracture criterion as a variational inequality was developed in References [14–19]
and realized for the penny-shaped crack by the Irwin and the Gri�th criterion in References
[20–22].

2. VARIATION OF A PLANE CRACK

Let a crack occupy the simply connected domain �0⊂R2 on a plane in R3 bounded by the
contour �0 ∈C0;1. We assume that {0} lies inside the crack �0 and the crack front �0 is
described in the polar co-ordinates (r; �) on R2 as follows:

�0 = {r=R(�); �∈ [0; 2�]; R(0)=R(2�); R¿0} R∈C0;1

Let �⊂R3 be a bounded domain with the boundary �∈C0;1 such that �0 lies strictly inside
�. We say that a body with a plane crack occupies the domain �0 =�\ ��0, where ��0 =�0∪�0.
We use the linear Hooke law for the stress and strain tensors, namely

�ij(u)= cijkl�kl(u); �ij(u)= 1
2(ui;j + uj; i); i; j=1; 2; 3

with constant, elliptic and symmetric elasticity coe�cients, which satisfy

c1�ij�ij6cijkl�kl�ij6c2�ij�ij ∀�∈R3×R3

cijkl= cjikl= cklij; i; j; k; l=1; 2; 3

with two constants c1; c2¿0. For the displacement vector u=(u1; u2; u3) let us de�ne the
admissible functional space by

H̃ 1(�0)= {u∈ [H 1(�0)]3; u=0 on �}
which obeys the zero displacement condition at the external boundary �.
We suppose the smooth volume load f=(f1; f2; f3), fi ∈C2( ��), i=1; 2; 3, is given and

de�ne the potential energy functional depending on the domain by

�(u; �0)= 1
2

∫
�0
�ij(u)�ij(u)−

∫
�0
fiui

In view of the well-known properties of �, which is coercive when u=0 at �, its minimization
on H̃ 1(�0) possesses the unique solution u0 ∈ H̃ 1(�0) of an equilibrium problem in the usual
weak sense: ∫

�0
�ij(u0)�ij(v)=

∫
�0
fivi ∀v∈ H̃ 1(�0) (1)

The boundary value problem for u0 corresponding to (1) has the form

−�ij;j(u0) = fi; i=1; 2; 3; in �0

�i3(u0) = 0; i=1; 2; 3; on �0; u0 = 0 on �
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Let us take a small perturbation of the crack front as the function h∈C1([0; 2�]) with
h(0)= h(2�), h′(0)= h′(2�). Then the perturbed crack �h will be bounded by the perturbed
crack front

�h= {r=R(�) + h(�); �∈ [0; 2�]}

and will lie again on the plane R2. Note that the smooth perturbation h does not add new
singularities to the initial crack front �0, but retains its C0;1-property. We assume that �h is
close to �0 and that both are located inside some smooth sub-domain !⊂R3 of � excluding
the origin {0}, i.e. �!⊂�, {0} �∈ !, for example ! is a tor surrounding �0. For the perturbed
domain �h=�\ ��h with the perturbed crack �h, by the same reason as before, there exists a
unique solution uh ∈ H̃ 1(�h) of the equilibrium problem

�(uh; �h)= inf
u∈H̃ 1(�h)

�(u; �h)

with

�(u; �h)=
1
2

∫
�h

�ij(u)�ij(u)−
∫
�h

fiui

H̃ 1(�h)= {u∈ [H 1(�h)]3; u=0 on �}

which is equivalent to the variational equation∫
�h

�ij(uh)�ij(v)=
∫
�h

fivi ∀v∈ H̃ 1(�h) (2)

3. VARIATION OF A SOLUTION

We are now going to transform the perturbed domain �h onto �0 by some co-ordinate
transformation �. To construct �, let us choose �rst a smooth cut-o� function � such
that supp {�}⊂ (�\{0}) and �≡ 1 in !. By choosing ! and �, we can assume that ev-
ery point x=(x1; x2; x3)∈ supp {�} de�nes uniquely the polar radius r(x1; x2) and the polar
angle �(x1; x2) in R2 satisfying the relations

x1 = r cos�; x2 = r sin�

Construct the co-ordinate transformation

�−1 =



y1 = x1 + h(�(x1; x2)) cos�(x1; x2)�(x)
y2 = x2 + h(�(x1; x2)) sin�(x1; x2)�(x)
y3 = x3

(3)

for x∈�0 and y∈�h. We use for simplicity the notation

�=
1
r
�; �	= x	�; 	=1; 2
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Then the functional matrix takes the form

@(y1; y2; y3)
@(x1; x2; x3)

=



1 + (h�1);1 (h�1);2 (h�1);3
(h�2);1 1 + (h�2);2 (h�2);3
0 0 1




Its Jacobian is

J =1+ (h�	); 	 + 1
2h
2(��	); 	

due to x	�;	=0, and, moreover, the term h;	�	 in J is also equal to zero. Then it is easily
seen that J¿0 for all h with ‖h‖C([0;2�])6
 and some 
¿0 small enough. Therefore, the
correspondence �−1 given by (3) is one to one and its inverse � maps �h onto �0. The
inverse functional matrix can be expressed as

@(x1; x2; x3)
@y1

=
(
1− 1

J
(h�1);1 − 1

2J
h2(��	); 	; − 1

J
(h�2);1; 0

)
@(x1; x2; x3)

@y2
=
(
− 1
J
(h�1);2; 1− 1

J
(h�2);2 − 1

2J
h2(��	); 	; 0

)
@(x1; x2; x3)

@y3
=
(
− 1
J
(h�1);3 − 1

2J
h2(��1);3;− 1J (h�2);3 −

1
2J
h2(��2);3; 1

)

In what follows, we will denote � ◦ u by ‘hat’ for simplicity, i.e. in accordance with (3)
u(y)= u(x1 + h�1; x2 + h�2; x3)≡ û(x); x∈�0; y∈�h

From the inverse matrix one gets the transformation

u; i= û; i − 1
J
(h�	); i û; 	 − 1

2J
h2[(��	); 	û; i(
i1 + 
i2) + (��	);3û; 	
i3]

for i=1; 2; 3. This yields the transformation of the strain tensor

�ij(u)= �ij(û)− 1
J
Eij(h�	; û; 	)− 1

2J
h2Mij(�2; û); i; j=1; 2; 3 (4)

with the forms

Eij(�;w) = 1
2(�; iwj + �;jwi); w=(w1; w2; w3)

Mij(�2;w) = 1
2 [(��	); 	(wi;j(
j1 + 
j2) + wj; i(
i1 + 
i2))

+ (��	);3(wi; 	
j3 + wj;	
i3)]

The stress tensor admits the same representation

�ij(u)=�ij(û)− 1
J
	ij(h�	; û; 	)− 1

2J
h2Nij(�2; û); i; j=1; 2; 3 (5)
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where

	ij(�;w)= cijklEkl(�;w); Nij(�2;w)= cijklMkl(�2;w)

Applying transformation (3) to the integrals in (2), in view of (4) and (5) we deduce from
(2) the following problem:

∫
�0
J
(
�ij(û

h)− 1
J
	ij(h�	; û

h
; 	)−

1
2J
h2Nij(�2; û

h)
)

×
(
�ij(v)− 1

J
Eij(h��; v;�)− 1

2J
h2Mij(�2; v)

)

=
∫
�0
J f̂ivi ∀v∈ H̃ 1(�0) (6)

with ûh being the transformed solution uh of (2). Therefore, the one-to-one correspondence
de�ned by � provides the following theorem.

Theorem 1
The function ûh ∈ H̃ 1(�0) is a unique solution of the variational equation (6).

Moreover, by the coercivity of the quadratic form
∫
�0
�ij(u)�ij(u), it can be seen that the

uniform estimate follows from (6)

‖ûh‖H̃ 1(�0)6const (7)

for all h with ‖h‖C1([0;2�])6
, and if 
¿0 is small enough.
Using (3), f̂ can be decomposed in a standard way as

f̂=f(x1 + h�1; x2 + h�2; x3)=f + h�	f;	 + 1
2h
2�	��f;	� +O(h3) (8)

From x	�;	=0 it follows that J =1+ h�	; 	 + 1
2h
2(��	); 	 and consequently∫

�0
J f̂ivi=

∫
�0
(fi + h(�	fi); 	 + 1

2h
2[(�	��fi; �); 	 + (��	); 	fi])vi +O(h3) (9)

Using the de�nition of the forms M;N; E;	 in dependence on (h; h′), we can decompose the
operator in (6) with respect to h as

∫
�0
J
(
�ij(u)− 1

J
	ij(h�	; u;	)− 1

2J
h2Nij(�2; u)

)

×
(
�ij(v)− 1

J
Eij(h��; v;�)− 1

2J
h2Mij(�2; v)

)

=
∫
�0
�ij(u)�ij(v) + A1(h; u; v) + 1

2A
2(h2; u; v) +O((h; h′)3) (10)
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with the new bilinear forms A1(h; ·; ·) and A2(h2; ·; ·) given by

A1(h; u; v) =
∫
�0

(
h�	; 	�ij(u)�ij(v)−	ij(h�	; u;	)�ij(v)− �ij(u)Eij(h�	; v; 	)

)

A2(h2; u; v) =
∫
�0

(
h2[(��	); 	�ij(u)�ij(v)− Nij(�2; u)�ij(v)

−�ij(u)Mij(�2; v)] + 2	ij(h�	; u;	)Eij(h��; v;�)
)

u; v∈ H̃ 1(�0) (11)

We seek an expansion of ûh with respect to h in the form

ûh= u0 + u̇(h) + 1
2 
u(h

2) + o(h2) (12)

where u̇ and 
u denote the �rst and the second global variations of the solution u0, respectively.
Substituting formally (12) into (6) and applying decompositions (9) and (10), we are able
to �nd the derivatives u̇(h) and 
u(h2) from the space H̃ 1(�0) as the unique solutions of the
corresponding problems∫

�0
�ij(u̇(h))�ij(v)=

∫
�0
h(�	fi); 	vi − A1(h; u0; v) ∀v∈ H̃ 1(�0) (13)

and ∫
�0
�ij( 
u(h2))�ij(v) =

∫
�0
h2[(�	��fi; �); 	 + (��	); 	fi]vi

− 2A1(h; u̇(h); v)− A2(h2; u0; v) ∀v∈ H̃ 1(�0) (14)

One can see that the right-hand sides of (13) and (14) de�ne at least linear continuous
functionals on H̃ 1(�0), so that these problems are stated correctly. Let us also note that (13)
and (14) are the same elasticity problems as problem (1), but with di�erent right-hand sides
speci�ed in correspondence with the sequence of the derivatives u0; u̇; 
u. Of course, one can
continue this procedure in the same manner for the higher-order derivatives

···
u and so on.

In what follows, we prove the correctness of expansion (12). After subtraction of (1) from
(6), we have in view of (9) and (10)∫

�0
�ij(û

h − u0)�ij(v)=
∫
�0
h(�	fi); 	vi − A1(h; ûh; v) +O((h; h′)2)

Substituting v with ûh−u0 and using the Korn and H
older inequalities together with (7) yield
the estimate

‖ûh − u0‖H̃ 1(�0)6c‖h‖C1([0;2�]) (15)

Subtracting (1) and (13) from (6), we get with the help of representations (9) and (10)

∫
�0
�ij(û

h − u0 − u̇(h))�ij(v) = 12
∫
�0
h2[(�	��fi; �); 	 + (��	); 	fi]vi

−A1(h; ûh − u0; v)− 1
2A

2(h2; ûh; v) +O((h; h′)3)
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Consequently, using (7) and (15), the estimate follows

‖ûh − u0 − u̇(h)‖H̃ 1(�0)6c‖h‖2C1([0;2�]) (16)

Considering analogously the next terms in expansions (9) and (10), the subtraction of (1),
(13) and (14), multiplied with 1=2, from (6) provides in view of (7), (15) and (16) the
estimate

‖ûh − u0 − u̇(h)− 1
2 
u(h

2)‖H̃ 1(�0)6c‖h‖3C1([0;2�]) (17)

We summarize the above consideration in the following theorem.

Theorem 2
For ‖h‖C1([0;2�])6
 with 
 su�ciently small, the strong derivatives u̇(h) and 
u(h2) exist and can
be found as the solutions of the elasticity problems (13) and (14), respectively. Consequently,
expansion (12) holds together with estimates (15)–(17).

4. VARIATION OF THE POTENTIAL ENERGY

Substituting the solution uh of (2) into the potential energy functional �(· ; �h), for every
h∈C1([0; 2�]) with h(0)= h(2�), h′(0)= h′(2�), we de�ne a functional P : C1([0; 2�])→R
by

P(h)≡�(uh; �h)=−1
2

∫
�h

fiuhi (18)

due to the property ∫
�h

�ij(uh)�ij(uh)=
∫
�h

fiuhi

obtained from (2) with the test function v= uh. Analogously, substituting the solution u0 of
(1) into �(· ; �0), we have

P(0)≡�(u0; �0)=−1
2

∫
�0
fiu0i (19)

If we now transform the integral in (18) by using transformation (3), we obtain the relation

P(h)=−1
2

∫
�0
J f̂iû

h
i (20)

By Theorem 2 we can substitute here expansion (12), deriving together with (9) the
representation

P(h)=P(0) +P′
0 (h) +

1
2P

′′
0 (h

2) + o((h; h′)2) (21)

with the derivatives

P′
0 (h)=−1

2

∫
�0
(h(�	fi); 	u0i + fiu̇i(h)) (22)

Copyright ? 2003 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Math. Meth. Appl. Sci. 2003; 26:359–374
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P′′
0 (h

2) =−1
2

∫
�0
(h2[(�	��fi; �); 	 + (��	); 	fi]u0i

+2h(�	fi); 	u̇i(h) + fi 
ui(h2)) (23)

Note that the integrals in (18) and (19) do not depend on the cut-o� function �, and therefore,
in spite of the occurrence of � in expressions (22) and (23), all the derivatives in expansion
(21) are also independent of the cut-o� function. This means that if one takes two di�erent
cut-o� functions �1 and �2 into the expression for the derivatives of the potential energy, the
values of these integrals must be equal.
The estimates for the derivatives of the potential energy can be easily deduced from rep-

resentation (8), the smoothness of f and estimates (7), (15)–(17). Indeed, subtracting (19)
from (20), it follows from (7), (8) and (15) that

|P(h)−P(0)|= 1
2

∣∣∣∣
∫
�0
(fi(û

h
i − u0i ) + (f̂i − fi)ûhi

+[h�	; 	 + 1
2h
2(��	); 	]f̂iû

h
i )
∣∣∣6c‖h‖C1([0;2�]) (24)

Analogously, subtracting (19) and (22) from (20), we have

|P(h)−P(0)−P′
0 (h)|=

1
2

∣∣∣∣
∫
�0
(fi(û

h
i − u0i − u̇i(h))

+ (f̂i − fi − h�	fi; 	)ûhi + h�	fi; 	(ûhi − u0i ) + 1
2h
2(��	); 	f̂iû

h
i

+ h�	; 	[fi(û
h
i − u0i ) + (f̂i − fi)ûhi ])

∣∣∣6c‖h‖2C1([0;2�]) (25)

due to (7), (8), (15) and (16). The same consideration with (23) provides the next estimate

|P(h)−P(0)−P′
0 (h)− 1

2P
′′
0 (h

2)|6c‖h‖3C1([0;2�]) (26)

We can now reduce the order of the variations of u0 included in formulas (22) and (23).
Substituting v= u̇(h) in (1) and v= u0 in (13), we deduce the relation

∫
�0
fiu̇i(h) =

∫
�0
�ij(u0)�ij(u̇(h))=

∫
�0
�ij(u̇(h))�ij(u0)

=
∫
�0
h(�	fi); 	u0i − A1(h; u0; u0)

Therefore, (22) yields

P′
0 (h)=−

∫
�0
h(�	fi); 	u0i +

1
2A

1(h; u0; u0) (27)
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Analogously, taking v= 
u(h2) in (1) and v= u0 in (14), we have

∫
�0
fi 
ui(h2) =

∫
�0
h2[(�	��fi; �); 	 + (��	); 	fi]u0i

− 2A1(h; u̇(h); u0)− A2(h2; u0; u0)

and get, due to (23), that

P′′
0 (h

2) =−1
2

∫
�0
(h2[(�	��fi; �); 	 + (��	); 	fi]u0i + h(�	fi); 	u̇i(h))

+A1(h; u̇(h); u0) + 1
2A

2(h2; u0; u0)

Moreover, using (13) with v= u̇(h), we obtain∫
�0
�ij(u̇(h))�ij(u̇(h))=

∫
�0
h(�	fi); 	u̇i(h)− A1(h; u0; u̇(h))

so that we get �nally

P′′
0 (h

2) =−
∫
�0
(h2[(�	��fi; �); 	 + (��	); 	fi]u0i + �ij(u̇(h))�ij(u̇(h)))

+ 1
2A

2(h2; u0; u0) (28)

As a result, the next theorem follows.

Theorem 3
For ‖h‖C1([0;2�])6
 with 
 su�ciently small, the strong derivatives P′

0 (h) and P′′
0 (h

2) of
the potential energy functional P with respect to the front shape h in 0 exist and can be
found by formulas (27) and (28). Consequently, expansion (21) holds together with estimates
(24)–(26).

In addition to the potential energy we introduce the surface energy S, given by the Gri�th
hypothesis as

S(h)= �meas�h; �¿0; meas�h=
1
2

∫ 2�

0
(R+ h)2 d�

Its initial value, corresponding to the unperturbed crack �0, is equal to

S(0)= �meas�0; meas�0 =
1
2

∫ 2�

0
R2 d�

The sum of the potential energy P and the surface energy S gives us the total potential
energy T as a functional T : C1([0; 2�])→R de�ned by T(h)=P(h)+S(h). By Theorem 3
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we have the following expansion:

T(h) =T(0) +P′
0 (h) + �

∫ 2�

0
Rh d�+

1
2

(
P′′
0 (h

2) + �
∫ 2�

0
h2 d�

)

+ o(‖h‖2C1([0;2�])) (29)

Using the representation

Eij(h�;w)= hEij(�;w) + �h′Eij(�;w); w=(w1; w2; w3); i; j=1; 2; 3

together with (11), we can rewrite P′
0 as a linear continuous functional L1 : C1([0; 2�])

→R by

L1(h) =
∫
�0
([−(�	fi); 	u0i + 1

2�	; 	�ij(u
0)�ij(u0)−	ij(�	; u0; 	)�ij(u0)]h

− �		ij(�; u0; 	)�ij(u0)h′) (30)

The second derivative P′′
0 is associated with the following bilinear, continuous, symmetric

form L2 : C1([0; 2�])×C1([0; 2�])→R,

L2(h1; h2) =
∫
�0
(−[(�	��fi; �); 	 + (��	); 	fi]u0i + 1

2(��	); 	�ij(u
0)�ij(u0)

−Nij(�2; u0)�ij(u0) + 	ij(�	; u0; 	)Eij(��; u0;�)]h1h2
+	ij(�	; u0; 	)��Eij(�; u

0
;�)(h1h2)

′ + �		ij(�; u0; 	)��Eij(�; u
0
;�)h

′
1h

′
2

−�ij(u̇(h1))�ij(u̇(h2))) (31)

where u̇(h1) and u̇(h2) are the solutions for h= h1 and h= h2, respectively, of the elasticity
problem∫

�0
�ij(u̇(h))�ij(v) =

∫
�0
([(�	fi); 	vi − �	; 	�ij(u0)�ij(v)

+	ij(�	; u0; 	)�ij(v) + �ij(u
0)Eij(�	; v; 	)]h

+ �	[	ij(�; u0; 	)�ij(v) + �ij(u
0)Eij(�; v; 	)]h′) ∀v∈ H̃ 1(�0) (32)

The solution u̇(h) de�nes a linear continuous mapping from C1([0; 2�]) to H̃ 1(�0).
The crucial point is that the properties of positiveness and convexity of L2 are in general

unknown.

5. DISCRETE SHAPE OPTIMIZATION

Let us choose some �nite basis {hk}Nk = 1 in C1([0; 2�]) of the positive functions hk(�)¿0
such that hk(0)= hk(2�), h′k(0)= h

′
k(2�) and ��hk ⊂!, k=1; : : : ; N . We de�ne with h1; : : : ; hN
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some elementary perturbations of the crack front and look for the complete perturbation h as
their linear combination with unknown coe�cients, i.e.

h(�)=Hkhk(�); H =(H1; : : : ; HN )∈RN+ (33)

where R+ denotes the non-negative real numbers. Physically, this means the possibility of the
crack growth only.
Substituting (33) as a test function to (30), it follows from the linearity of L1 that

L1(Hkhk)=HkL1(hk). Therefore we can de�ne the row of the coe�cients {ck}Nk = 1 by
ck =L1(hk); k=1; : : : ; N; L1(Hkhk)= ckHk

Solving problem (32) for h= hk , the N functions u̇(h1); : : : ; u̇(hN )∈ H̃ 1(�0) can be found
as its unique solutions for the corresponding right-hand sides, and by the linearity we have
u̇(Hkhk)=Hku̇(hk). Therefore, from (31) one can �nd the matrix {bkn}Nk; n=1 with the symmetric
coe�cients

bnk = bkn=L2(hk ; hn); k; n=1; : : : ; N; L2(Hkhk ; Hnhn)= bknHkHn

in view of the symmetry and the bilinearity of L2 mentioned before. Analogously, the surface
energy gives us the row {dk}Nk = 1 of the positive coe�cients

dk = �
∫ 2�

0
Rhk d�; dk¿0; k=1; : : : ; N

and the symmetric matrix {akn}Nk; n=1 by

ank = akn= �
∫ 2�

0
hkhn d�; k; n=1; : : : ; N

In view of representation (29) we consider an approximate quadratic form of the total
potential energy T : RN →R as

T(Hkhk) ≈ T (H)≡T(0) + (ck + dk)Hk + 1
2(akn + bkn)HkHn

By the general variational principle, or by the Gri�th criterion in our case, the energy turns
out to be minimal on the admissible functions describing the crack front, i.e.

T (H)= inf
�H ∈RN+

T ( �H)

which implies the variational inequality

(cn + dn + (akn + bkn)Hk)( �Hn −Hn)¿0 ∀ �H ∈RN+ (34)

due to the presence of the constraint H¿0. Its unique solvability is guaranteed by the positive
de�niteness of the corresponding matrix

det {akn + bkn}mk; n=1¿0; m=1; : : : ; N

respectively,

(akn + bkn)�k�n¿c�k�k ≡ c|�|2; c¿0; ∀�∈RN (35)
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In general, we cannot guarantee that inequality (35) is satis�ed due to the possible non-
positiveness of the form L2. Note also that the relation cn+dn¿0 for any n leads to the fact
that H ≡ 0 is a solution of (34). This implies a condition for the non-triviality of a solution:
there exists n such that cn + dn¡0.
To provide the solvability of (34) at least in the local sense, we assume �rst that a basis

{hk}Nk = 1 exists such that the matrix {akn}Nk; n=1 is positive de�nite, i.e.
det {akn}mk; n=1¿0; m=1; : : : ; N (36)

Second, let us take the zero load f≡ 0, which leads to u0≡ 0, and, consequently, implies
{bkn}=0 and {cn}=0. It follows then from (34), assumption (36) and the positiveness of
{dn} that H ≡ 0. Moreover, due to the continuous dependence of the solution u0 of (1) on
the right-hand side f, it follows from (31) that

det {akn + bkn}=det {akn}+O(f)
Therefore, the whole matrix retains its positive de�niteness property (35) at least for small
f. We formulate this result as the following theorem.

Theorem 4
If condition (36) is ful�lled, then at least for ‖f‖[L2(�)]3 small enough, the variational inequality
(34) is solvable and its solution minimizes the locally approximate quadratic form T of the
total potential energy.

Theorem 4 provides the following quasi-static model of crack propagation. Let us re-scale
the load f(t)= tf by the loading parameter t¿0. It follows from (1) that u0(t)= tu0, and
therefore from (30) and (31) that bkn(t)= t2bkn and cn(t)= t2cn for k; n=1; : : : ; N . For each
value of t¿0 we set from (34) the quasi-static inequality

(t2cn + dn + (akn + t2bkn)Hk(t))( �Hn −Hn(t))¿0 ∀ �H ∈RN+ (37)

which has a solution H (t)∈RN+ at least for small t. Again, H (t)≡ 0 when t2cn + dn¿0,
n=1; : : : ; N , i.e. up to the critical value tgrowth we have

t6tgrowth = min
cn¡0

√
dn
−cn ⇒ H (t)=0 (38)

The value t= tgrowth implies the initiation of the possible crack growth.

Example 1
We assume the uniform extension of the crack. This model can be described by considering
the constant perturbation

h(�)≡A; A¿0; ��h⊂!
i.e. we have only one basis function hN = h and N =1. In this case we have four coe�cients
instead of the corresponding matrices and rows, namely

a=2��A2¿0; b=A2L2(1; 1); c=AL1(1); d= �A
∫ 2�

0
R d�¿0
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The quasi-static model (37) of the local crack propagation reduces to

H (t)¿0; (t2c+ d+ (a+ t2b)H (t))( �H −H (t))¿0 ∀ �H¿0 (39)

All properties of (39) are de�ned by the signs of the coe�cients b and c. Indeed, if c¿0
(the �rst derivative of the potential energy is positive), then H (t)=0 is its solution for any t,
and the crack cannot extend. For c¡0, from (38) the �rst critical value is tgrowth =

√
d= − c,

and, hence, H (t)=0 up to t6tgrowth, i.e. the crack is stationary. For t¿tgrowth, when b¿0
(the second derivative of the potential energy is positive), the function

H (t)=− t
2c+ d
a+ t2b

(40)

is a solution of (39) with the �nite asymptotic −c=b for large t. When b=0, then the solution

H (t)=− c
a
t2 − d

a

has quadratic order of growth. When b¡0, then there appears the second critical value
tcritical =

√
a= − b, and solution (40) exists only up to t¡tcritical with in�nite asymptotic. If

tcritical6tgrowth, then in this case we have only the zero solution, too.

Example 2
We consider a system of local perturbations given by

hk(�)=


 A cos

2 �(�− �k)
2


as �∈ [�k − 
; �k + 
]
0 otherwise

with N¿1, 
=2�=N , �k = k
 and A¿0 being a normalization factor such that ��hk ⊂!,
k=1; : : : ; N . For such a choice of elementary perturbations the matrix {akn} has the form

{akn}= 3�A
2

4




1 1
6 0 : : : 0

1
6 1 1

6 : : : 0

0 1
6 1 : : : 0
· · ·

0 0 0 : : : 1




Its determinant

det {akn}mk; n=1 =
(
3�A2

4

)m
Dm

satisfying the recursion relation

Dm=Dm−1 − 1
36Dm−2 for m¿2; D0 = 1; D1 = 1

is strictly positive and ful�ls condition (36). Hence, this case is justi�ed by Theorem 4.
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Concerning the treatment of the matrix variational inequality (34) in case of positive
de�niteness of the matrix, we propose the following simple iterative scheme. Let us
denote by

�+ = {�+n }Nn=1 =
{
�n if �n¿0
0 if �n¡0

}N
n=1

the positive part of the vector �. It de�nes an orthonormal projection of RN onto RN+, namely

(�n − �+n )(�+n − ��n)¿0 ∀ ��∈RN+ (41)

Now we multiply inequality (34) by an arbitrary �¿0 and add ±Hn to it to deduce

(Hn − �(cn + dn + (akn + bkn)Hk)−Hn)(Hn − �Hn)¿0 ∀ �H ∈RN+ (42)

The comparison of (41) and (42) leads to the conclusion that

Hn=(Hn − �(cn + dn + (akn + bkn)Hk))+; n=1; : : : ; N (43)

The linear system of the projection equations (43) can be realized by the iterative procedure

Hm
n =(H

m−1
n − �(cn + dn + (akn + bkn)Hm−1

k ))+; n=1; : : : ; N m=1; 2; : : : ; H 0 ∈RN (44)

In addition to assumption (35), there always exists a constant C¿0 such that

|{(akn + bkn)�k}Nn=1|6C|�| ∀�∈RN (45)

Then the above considerations imply the following theorem.

Theorem 5
Under conditions (35) and (45), the solution Hm of (44) converges to the solution H of (34)
as m→∞ for any value of �∈ (0; 2c=C2), and satis�es the estimate

|Hm −H |6(�)m|H 0 −H |; (�)=
√
1− 2c�+ C2�2¡1

with the optimal value optimal =
√
1− (c=C)2 as �optimal = c=C2.

Proof
We subtract (43) from (44) and square scalarly the di�erence to get

|Hm −H |2 = |{(Hm−1
n − �(cn + dn + (akn + bkn)Hm−1

k ))+

− (Hn − �(cn + dn + (akn + bkn)Hk))+}Nn=1|2

In view of the Lipschitz-continuity of the projection operator,

|(�1)+ − (�2)+|6|�1 − �2|
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the estimate

|Hm −H |26 |{Hm−1
n −Hn − �(akn + bkn)(Hm−1

k −Hk)}Nn=1|2

= |Hm−1 −H |2 − 2�(akn + bkn)(Hm−1
k −Hk)(Hm−1

n −Hn)
+ �2|{(akn + bkn)(Hm−1

k −Hk)}Nn=1|2

6 (1− 2c�+ C2�2)|Hm−1 −H |2

follows due to (35) and (45). This proves the theorem.
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